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1A
Vocabulary

Grammar

Verbs with dependent prepositions

Question forms

1 Match the sentence halves.

3 Put the words in the correct order to make questions
and sentences.

1 I don’t believe

1 put / here / these books / who ?

2 Does that car belong
3 Unfortunately, Richard suffers

2 the film / do you know / starts / what time ?

4 Does the J in your name stand
5 I can’t concentrate

3 looking / you / are / at / who ?

6 Why are you smiling
7 I’m working

4 any clubs / belong / you / to / do ?

8 We have to deal
a to anyone you know?

5 how old / are / could I ask / you ?

b for James like your dad?
6 why / here / wonder / yet / I / nobody’s

c in ghosts. Do you?
d on a really exciting project at the moment.

7 this morning / who / you / called / so early ?

e on work when people are talking.
f from really bad headaches.

8 Tom / I’d love / gets / from / to know / his energy / where

g with some really difficult customers at work.
h at me like that?

2 Complete the text with the words in the box and a
preposition.
deal

relied

4 Match the questions and sentences in Exercise 3 with
answers a–h.

a You could, but I’m not sure I’ll answer!
smile

stand

suffer

thinking

work

b Me too. He’s always been really active.
c No one. Just watching everyone dance.

Running shy

d I think it was Alex. They look like his.
e No. I’m a member of a gym but that’s all.
f Maybe they’re all stuck in traffic.
g Probably around eight. I’ll look online.
h No idea. It was a wrong number.

5 Complete the prompts to make questions for the
answers.

I’m naturally a shy person so talking to people I don’t
know isn’t easy. For a long time, I 1
a few close friends for company. I didn’t try to make
new friends and I even chose a job where I didn’t have
strangers. In the end, I realised
to 2
that I needed to make a change. I joined a running
improving
club where I could 3
both my confidence and my fitness. On my first day,
I tried to make eye contact with everyone and
4
them. I even started a
conversation. Slowly, I started to make friends. I’m
starting my own running
now 5
social
group for people who 6
anxiety like me. I’d call it The RS Group. RS would
7
Running Shy.

1 The shops usually close at 6 p.m.
Can you tell me

?

2 BBC stands for British Broadcasting Corporation.
What

?

3 Dan gave me this necklace.
Who

?

4 Sam’s probably shopping.
I wonder

.

5 We’re working on the Richbell project.
Which

?

6 Matt was rude to you yesterday because you ignored
him last week.
I’d really like to know

.

7 Nothing happened after the meal last night. We all left
and went home.
?
What
8 Anna’s visited a lot of countries. Over 90!
I’d love to know

.

4
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1B
Vocabulary

Grammar

Phrases to describe emotions

Past simple, past continuous, used to,
would, keep + -ing

1 Match phrases 1–8 with definitions a–h.

3 Choose the correct alternatives.

1 have a big impact on someone
2 be a total fool
3 feel numb

1 While I waited/was waiting for the bus yesterday,
I saw/was seeing an old friend from school.

4 devastating

2 Leo used to/would like steak but he doesn’t anymore.

5 inspire someone to do something

3 We were at the beach. The sun used to come down/
was coming down and it would get/was getting dark.

6 blow your mind

4 Sam stopped during the race but I kept/was going.

7 be in shock

5 When we were little, we’d go/were going to the woods
every day after school.

8 bawl your eyes out
a cry very hard

6 Barcelona beat/beating Real Madrid 1–0 yesterday.

b affect someone a lot

4 Correct six mistakes with past verb forms.

c be very stupid
d be very surprised

I was a good student at school and the head teacher was

e have no feeling

often giving me extra responsibilities. One day, though, I

f extremely upsetting
g cause someone to do something

was doing something really silly. My classmates and I were

h impress/excite/astonish you very much

sitting in our classroom, were waiting for the teacher. One

2 Complete the social media post with the phrases in
the box.

boy, Tom, realised that our next test paper was sitting in an
envelope on the teacher’s desk so we were deciding to take

a total fool bawled my eyes out believe her luck
big impact blew my mind feel ashamed in shock
inspired me

a really quick look. Of course, the teacher caught us and we
got into trouble. The head teacher told me he couldn’t give
me any more responsibilities. I would feel very ashamed
of myself at that moment. However, my dad said, ‘You

George White Yesterday at 20.21

have to make the best out of a bad situation. Now you can

Someone once told me that if
something is worth doing, it’s
worth doing well. That had a

concentrate on your studies.’ I was never forgetting that
piece of advice.

1

on me and it’s something I’ve tried
to do ever since. So, with that in
mind, here’s how I proposed to
my girlfriend Lizzie today.

5 Make sentences in the past using the prompts.
1 While / I / sit / outside this morning / I / see /
a really unusual looking bird.

Comments
Connie So romantic! I 2
I watched it. In fact, I’ve only just stopped crying.
Leon I’m 3
this and didn’t tell me?!

when
. You planned all

2 Although / Maddie / take / loads of driving lessons last year, /
she / fail / her test.

Alvaro I proposed to my partner in a supermarket and you did it
like that? I 4
that my effort was
so poor.

3 André / used / work at the local bank but now he / have /
his own business.

Congratulations! Amazing news and amazing proposal. You’ve
to ask your sister to marry me
now. Do you think she’ll say yes?!

4 We / look / at the menu / try / to decide what to eat.

Max
5

Eve Why don’t you ask me and find out?
George You’d be 6
you didn’t.
Clara
7

if

I’m so happy for you guys. I bet Lizzie couldn’t
when she saw that ring. Beautiful!

Lizzie I couldn’t. The whole thing was a surprise and completely
8
.
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5 My family and I / often / go / camping /
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1C
Vocabulary

Language focus

Adjectives of character

Verb + noun collocations

1 Put the letters in order to make

3 Match the sentence halves.

adjectives of character. The first letter
is underlined.
1 gtuignoo
2 tsaciuou
3 vedersre
4 tuvodarensu
5 sutrgint
6 edogirasn
7 fcdnentoi
8 cussopisiu

2 Choose the correct alternatives.
1 My brother never takes risks. He’s
naturally a cautious/confident person.
2 I can be quite a careless/nervous
driver. I don’t always pay attention to
other drivers.
3 Kim believes that everyone is good but
personally, I think she’s too suspicious/
trusting of others.
4 I’d love to be adventurous/organised
like my cousin and travel to unusual
places all over the world.
5 Paul seems happy but he’s nervous/
reserved so doesn’t show his feelings
much.
6 People say that I’m adventurous/
outgoing because I love talking to
people but I used to be quite shy.
7 I’m quite a careless/suspicious person.
I don’t trust others easily and don’t
believe they’re all good.
8 My colleague Fran is so cautious/
organised. She plans everything
really carefully.

1 I don’t mind waiting
2 We should all make
3 If you think you’re going to lose
4 It’s good to take
5 It’s good to speak
6 I’m not very good at meeting
a in line. I use the time to check my messages.
b deadlines. I’m often late with my work.
c your temper, count to ten.
d your mind at work if you do it politely.
e more time for fun with our friends.
f an interest in your friends’ lives.

4 Choose the correct option a, b or c.

Changing your character
Fed up with some of your character traits?
Feel like a change? Here are some tips.
Is it hard for you to 1
your opinion in front of others? If so, prepare for these situations.
2
notes on what you want to say and then practise saying it alone at home or in the
car. You’ll feel confident when you repeat it in a discussion. By simply asking others if
they agree with you, you can also 3
charge of the conversation and direct it.
4
your temper when you find yourself in some kind of dispute? If so, walk
Do you
away for ten seconds and then return. 5
your mind but do it politely. Then, listen
carefully to what the other person has to say. Try to 6
the dispute quickly so you
can all relax.
1 a say

b tell

c voice

2 a Take

b Do

c Get

3 a have

b take

c make

4 a give

b have

c lose

5 a Speak

b Say

c Talk

6 a resolve

b work

c decide

5 Rewrite the sentences using the words in bold so they mean the same.
1 It’s not possible to understand this article. MAKE/SENSE
2 You’ll have to join a row of people to get the tickets.
3 None of my colleagues are curious about my work.

WAIT/LINE
TAKE/INTEREST

4 If we don’t finish our work by a specific time, we’ll be in trouble.
MEET/DEADLINE
5 If you feed our cat while we’re away, I’ll do it for you when you next
go away. RETURN/FAVOUR
6
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1D
Vocabulary

English in action

Verbs to describe a
healthy lifestyle

Contribute effectively to a conversation or
discussion

1 Choose the correct option a, b or c.

2 Put the words in the correct order to make sentences and questions.
1 makes / say / what / that / you ?
2 really / not / on / I’m / that one / you / with
3 a bit / you / more / can / that / explain ?
4 guess / right, / you / I / be / might
5 me / happened / once / that / to
6 you / that conclusion / to / how / come / did ?
7 way / you / it / could / look at / another
8 of / reminds / the time / that / to Spain / me / I went

An expensive watch
Last year, I decided to invest in a watch that
1
my fitness levels. It 2
information
about how far I run or walk when I do
exercise and 3
me to try to go faster
each time. It also records the number of
steps I do and reminds me to get up and
walk around every hour when I’m at work.
All in all, it 4
a much healthier lifestyle
and 5
it possible for me to get fitter.
This all sounds great, doesn’t it? And it was
at first – I loved it! But it wasn’t long before
that changed. After a few months, while
I was still noting how many steps I was
doing, I was doing nothing to increase the
number. The reminders that 6
me
from being lazy went ignored. I even
stopped recording my running times.
Now, it’s basically nothing more than an
expensive watch!

1 a warns
b encourages
c tracks

4 a makes
b provides
c promotes

2 a provides
b discourages
c makes

5 a did
b got
c made

3 a offers
b encourages
c warns

6 a warned
b discouraged
c avoided

3 Complete the conversations with phrases using the words in brackets.
1 A: Fitness gadgets are only helpful if you make an effort to get fit.
(absolutely/right). There’s no
B:
point having one if you don’t.
2 A: Chocolate’s good for you?
(make/say)?
B: Well, experts say a little of the dark variety can be good for your heart.
3 A: Parents should get a fine if they give their children unhealthy food.
(serious)? That’s a crazy idea!
B:
4 A: The key to good physical health is to eat less and move more!
(got/point) but that’s easier to say
B:
than do.
5 A: The price of sweets should be higher. It’ll stop people from eating them.
(experience), that kind of tax
B:
doesn’t work. People just spend more.
6 A: Education leads to a healthy diet?
(come/conclusion)?
B: Research. When we know what healthy food is, we eat better.

4 Complete the blog post with a suitable word.
‘If you want to get fit you’ve got a few 1
. One is to join a gym.
advantage of that is that you have access to lots of
The 2
is that it can
different equipment as well as maybe a pool. The 3
be expensive, particularly if you don’t go very often. Another argument
4
the gym is that it’s a routine which can get very boring very
, however, is to walk or run. The 6
quickly. Another 5
of this is that it’s free and you can get outside and see some great views
that the air might not
at the same time. You have to take into 7
be very clean if you live in a city, though.
, I think that walking or running is preferable to joining
On 8
a gym because it’s a more natural form of exercise than lifting weights.
However, everyone will have their own preference.’
7
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1
Reading
1 Read the heading and introduction in the text. What

kind of text do you think it is? Read the whole text and
check your answer.
1 Descriptive article
2 Opinion essay
3 Research report

2 Read the article again and choose the correct option
a, b or c.

1 Sophie set up a blind date because
a her friend suggested it.
b her married friends met that way.
c she rarely meets new people.
2 Before her date, Sophie knew
a a lot about her date.
b a little about her date.
c nothing about her date.
3 What was different about Sophie’s evening out?
a She spent more time on her appearance than usual.
b It was her first time at the Italian restaurant.

4 Find the phrases in the box in the article. Then, match
them with definitions 1–8.

be relieved
converse with
fall into easy conversation
hit it off (with someone)
make a positive impression
make judgements (about someone)
put someone at ease
tell (something)
1 know something because of certain signs that show it
2 talk to (more formal)
3 begin to talk comfortably
4 get on well
5 form opinions
6 encourage someone to have a good feeling about you
7 make someone feel relaxed

c She felt uncommonly nervous about the situation.
4 Why do you think Lucas said he could tell that Sophie
was a journalist?
a She was more talkative than he was.
b She asked him a lot of questions.
c She chatted a lot about her work.
5 What does Sophie say is the advantage of a traditional
blind date?
a You get to learn about the person directly from them.
b You can share your experiences with friends online.
c You don’t have to spend a lot of time with the person.
6 What might Sophie say about her experience?
a ‘It’s something all my friends have tried at one time
or another.’
b ‘There are only benefits to traditional dating.’
c ‘I’m glad I tried it but I doubt I’ll do it again.’

8 feel happy because you stop worrying about something

5 Complete the forum posts with some of the phrases in
Exercise 4.

Sara

Today 09.26

It’s interesting that you enjoyed not knowing
anything about Lucas. We always want to make
which means
a positive 1
we often present only our best selves online.
Even when we hit it 2
with someone online and fall into an
3
, we control what we say
more than we do face-to-face. We can’t really
4
what kind of person
they are.

3 Choose the correct alternatives.
1 In the introduction, ‘which’ in the final line refers back to
traditional offline dating is dead/half my married friends
met their partners online.
2 In paragraph 3, Sophie says she took ‘far longer to get
ready’ which means she took less time/much more time.
3 In paragraph 6, Sophie starts by asking a question to
introduce a new topic/get answers from the reader.

Richard

Today 10.03

I agree with Sara to a point. However, it’s so much
new
easier to converse 5
people online than face-to-face these days, and
judgements about
we 6
people in the real world, too.

8
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Dating
in an
offline
world
By Sophie Black

Most of my married friends met their partners online. They developed their
relationships via the internet rather than go to the cinema or to a restaurant as
people did in the past. It seems as if traditional offline dating is dead, which is why
I decided to give it a go.
1I’m

a pretty reserved person so don’t have much
luck making friends, either online or in the real world.
I don’t belong to any clubs and I mostly work from
home, so the only person I converse with regularly is
my 65-year-old postman. I was fed up of being single
so one day I gathered some courage and asked my
friend Josie to set me up on a blind date. She thought
I was mad but, after some persuasion, agreed.

5We

sat down and fell into easy conversation where
we both chatted a lot. He showed an interest in my
work and I asked him a lot about his job and his
family. He told me that he could tell I was a journalist!
At the end of the evening, we swapped mobile
numbers and agreed to keep in touch.

2For those of you who aren’t familiar with traditional
dating, a blind date is one where you don’t know
each other. It’s usually organised by a friend who
thinks you’ll hit it off. All I knew about my date was
that his name was Lucas, he was Josie’s colleague
and he was a couple of years older than me.

how was the experience? Well, like anything,
there were pros and cons. The main benefit for me
was the fact that we knew nothing about each other
at the start of the date. These days, we usually make
judgements about a person before we meet them
based on their social media profile. It was great to
get to know the real Lucas and not the one he
portrays online.

3On

7On

the day of the date, it took me far longer to get
ready than normal. I wanted to be sure that I looked
my best and made a positive first impression. I also
wanted to be in a familiar setting to put me at ease
so I suggested that we meet at an Italian restaurant
not far from where I live. It’s an old favourite –
somewhere nice but not too formal.
4By

the time I got to the restaurant, my heart was
thumping in my chest and I couldn’t quite catch my
breath. So much for being at ease. It wasn’t unusual
for me to feel this way but I wanted to avoid a
full-blown panic attack, so I forced myself to take
some deep breaths to calm down. It seemed to
work, which was just as well because right at that
moment, Lucas walked in. He turned and smiled at
me. I felt immediately relieved.

6So,

the other hand, two hours is a long time to
spend with someone in awkward silence. It wasn’t
the case with Lucas, but it could be with someone
else, and that’s a downside for me. You can’t just
walk off in the way you can switch off your phone
when a conversation isn’t going your way.
8Will

I stick with traditional dating? Possibly. It was
an enjoyable experience – and, despite its
drawbacks, one I’d certainly recommend to friends
who limit themselves to online dating. However, as
it’s not the normal way to meet people any more,
probably not. I think I’ll just have to make more of an
effort online or join a club.

9
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1
Listening

Writing

1

1 Read the description and choose the best title.

1.01 Listen to the first part of a radio interview.
What is the topic?

a How to identify a person’s character
b How negative characteristics can be positive
c How we develop certain characteristics

2

1.02 Listen to the full interview. Match each
characteristic in the box with its definition.

boredom laziness messiness
pessimism shyness

optimism

1 the regular belief that good things will happen
2 the regular belief that bad things will happen
3 not liking work or physical activity
4 the feeling of being nervous about meeting people
5 being untidy
6 the feeling you get when nothing is interesting

3 Listen again. Match characteristics 1–6 with
descriptions a–f.
1 laziness
2 messiness
3 boredom
4 optimism

1 A place I know well
2 A place that disappointed me
3 A place that surprised me
4 A place I’d like to visit

aI

love it when I go somewhere that completely
blows my mind. It’s not usually anywhere familiar
from TV. It’s usually the places that I have no
expectations of. Last year, I visited the Summer
Palace in Beijing. I got there early because I knew
there’d be lots of visitors and I don’t enjoy being
in crowds. Even at 8.30 a.m., the entrance was
full of people and bI started to panic. cI felt like I
was at a football match or a concert at one point,
but then I arrived at the lake and felt a sense of
openness which helped. The lake was beautiful. It
was bigger than I had imagined and dsunlight was
shimmering across it. eI could feel it on the back
of my neck, too. It felt warm and lovely. I walked
towards a park on the west side of the lake and
found a quiet place to sit down. There, I spent an
hour just watching fexcited people surround the
elegant palace buildings. I could hear the gentle
waves of the water hitting the side of the lake as
boats went past. It was so peaceful. gNot something
I’d expected.

5 pessimism
6 shyness
a Takes more care of himself
b Looks for new activities or information
c Makes a good leader
d Makes or designs new ways of doing things
e Doesn’t prepare for bad situations
f More willing to do things that could go wrong

4 Complete the summary with the words in the box.
Then listen and check.
attention creative
prepare risks

inventions

leaders

We think of negative characters as bad but actually they
can be positive. Laziness can result in new 1
because lazy people want to make life less difficult.
Messiness is a sign of creativity. Messy people also take more
2
. Bored people search for new activities or
. Pessimistic
knowledge and become more 3
for bad things happening and so they
people 4
actually live safer lives. Finally, shy people listen carefully
to what’s happening around
and pay more 5
.
them. Shy people can be very good 6
10
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2 Read the description again. Are the sentences true (T)
or false (F)?

1 The writer thinks that well-known places are often
surprising.
2 The writer arrived early to make the most of the day.
3 The writer doesn’t like being in large crowds.
4 The weather was good.
5 The size of the lake was as expected.
6 The writer found a peaceful place to enjoy.

3 Read the Focus box. Then, match examples a–g in the
description with 1–7 in the box.

Adding interest to a description
1 Start by mentioning the theme of the description.
2 Describe what you can see but also describe what
you can smell, hear and feel.
3 Describe action or movement. What were the people
doing? What were the animals or insects doing?
What were the trees and clouds doing?
4 Describe your reaction to the place. How did it make
you feel?
5 Compare things to other things using like, for
example, compare how you felt or what something
looked like.
6 Use interesting verbs and adjectives to describe
these things.
7 Come back to the theme at the end.

4 Complete the description with phrases and
sentences a–f.

. Last autumn, my friend persuaded me to take a
beach holiday to Thailand with her. I wasn’t all that excited
and so I let her choose the hotel. I was expecting the usual
family hotel with pool but she surprised me with a very
exclusive resort. As soon as I walked into the hotel lobby,
I knew it was special. The floor was white with gold
. The ceiling was high with
patterns. It was so shiny, 2
. There were white sofas
large fans keeping us cool. 3
plants. Smartly-dressed
to our right, divided by large, 4
guests were sitting there chatting. The staff all wore
5
uniforms without a patch of dirt on them. They smiled
politely at us as they walked past. Out of the window,
.
I could see the sea. It was a gorgeous blue. 6
1

5 Read the description in Exercise 4 again. What does
the writer compare to a mirror? What word do they
use to make this comparison?

6 Match sentences 1–4 with a–d to make comparisons.
1 There I was, alone in the middle of the desert.
2 Suddenly, it started pouring with rain.
3 The kitchen was warm and inviting.
4 The room was filled with antiques and golden
furniture.
a It smelt like coffee and burnt toast.
b It looked like a museum.
c It sounded like hundreds of people drumming on
the roof.
d It felt like I was the only person in the world.

7 Complete the comparisons with your own ideas.
1 The snow crunched beneath our feet. It felt like …
2 Waves crashed against the wall. It sounded like …
3 I took a deep breath. The market smelt like …
4 The field was covered in tents. It looked like …

Prepare
8 You’re going to write a description with the title
A place that surprised me. Make notes about:
•
•
•
•
•

where the place was and what you expected
why it surprised you
what you could see, hear and smell
how you felt
what people were doing

9 Organise your notes in Exercise 8 into a plan.

Use the descriptions in Exercises 1 and 4, and the
ideas in the Focus box to help you.

Write
10 Write your description. Use your plan in Exercise 9 to
help you.

11 Edit your description. Use the following questions to
help you:

• Is there a clear theme?
• Have you used interesting verbs and adjectives?
• Have you made interesting comparisons?

a bright white
b I could feel the light breeze on my face.
c It’s always lovely when a place surprises you.
d it was almost like a mirror
e I was in shock at the beauty around me, but it was a very
welcome surprise
f beautiful-smelling

11
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